		

activity The overall object of ‘The Paper House’ is to consider the whole process

of design, in terms of geometry, material and manufacturing. By
starting with an intuitive experimentation to discover the properties of
corrugated cardboard to build up a material system narrative, students
will have the chance to translate their design from the drawing to a 1:1
construction, considering that all components have to be conceived
from flatpack cuts, looking at the nesting strategies for material
optimization, understanding the logic of corrugated cardboard, taking
into account the structural behaviour of the system and envisioning
the potential of such a construction system to build a human-scale
space to inhabit.
A cohort of First and Second Year students from the ETSAB Barcelona
and the WSA Cardiff will work along in synergy to design and make
‘The Paper House’, in a significant indoor site within the premises of
the ETSAB, in Barcelona.

dates & venue 25th March to 12th April, afternoons, ETSAB
particicipant ETSAB Escola Tècnica Superior d’Arquitectura de Barcelona
universities WSA Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff University
coordinators Carles Sala & Relja Ferusic
places 12 PLACES for participants open to 1st and 2nd year students
academic
recognition 2 ECTS
application deadline:
send email to:
with subject:
with your: 		

March 11th
relint.etsab@upc.edu
workshop_PAPER_name surname
name|ID |email | phone |current ETSAB
studies | level| brief motivation text

places 2 PLACES for interns open to

_ 4th and 5th year students enrroled at Grau d’Estudis en
Arquitectura (Pla 2014) & Grau en Arquitectura (Pla 2010)
_ MArq students (Master Universitari en Arquitectura)
Organization and documentation skills will be considered

academic
recognition 3 ECTS (only for students enrolled at Graus)
application deadline:
send email to:
with subject:
with your: 		
attach
WWW

March 11th
relint.etsab@upc.edu
INTERN_workshop_PAPER_name surname
name|ID |email | phone |current ETSAB
studies | level| brief motivation text
CV
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